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I. INTRODUCTION
The Ising model firstly describing paramagnetic-ferromagnetic phases transition with a external field is of some physical interest. In the case of transverse field(TF), it corresponds to the pseudospin formulation of several phase transition problems such as insulating magnetic systems, orderdisorder ferroelectrics, cooperative Jahn-Teller systems [1, 2] . For the one-dimensional infinite TF Ising chain, Pfeuty's work showed an asymptotic degeneracy of the ground state leading to the appearance of order. The addition of TF eliminates this degeneracy. With the field strength varying, the non-degeneracy remains and the order disappeared. On the contrary, the ground state may also become degenerate with the state carrying the excitation [1] . This excitation spectrum is identical to the excitation spectrum of the XY model [3] . As the XY model is deeply examined, an other kind of order is generalized by J. M. Kosterlit and D. J. Thouless as a new definition called topological order corresponding to the topological phase transition [4, 5] .
The Berry phase(BP), a typical topological order parameter, entered the lexicon of physics about 30 years ago [6, 7] . Since then, numerous applications and experimental confirmations of this phase have been found in various physical systems [8] [9] [10] [11] . A classical result showed in Berry's work was that for a closed loop the geometric phase associated with the ground state is the half of the solid angle swept out [6, 12] . The BP can be exploited as a tool to detect topological phase transition. And if there exists nonzero BP in the system, it means that there exists parity and time inverse(PT) symmetry breaking for the ground state. The relationship between BP and topological transition in quantum system has been notoriously discussed in many literatures [13, 14] .
The topological transitions in the Ising models have been extensively investigated, especially in the TF [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . For the one-dimensional Ising chain in TF, an analytical theory has well been developed in the form of BP. With the Jordan-Wigner transformation, it could be equivalent a twolevel system. And the transfer matrix for it can be mapped to the two-dimensional Ising model.
All above make it possible to well calculate BP. If someone pays his attention to the longitudinal field(LF), he will find that the Jordan-Wigner transformation brings a term related to a kind of four-fermion interaction that is hard to deal with. Due to the coherent state path-integral for this spin-1/2 particle, the state can be written in the form of a Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten term [17] , one-dimesional Ising chains, whenever in the TF or LF, are characterized by an emergent SU (2) symmetry observed precisely at criticality. Moreover a change in a BP crosses the transition [19] .
Nevertheless, the quantitative dependence on LF for the discontinuous BP still poses a challenge up to now. A concise and explicit characterization is worth exploring.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec.II, with the method of the mean-field theory, we deal with the four-fermion interaction. We map the Hamiltonian of one-dimensional LF Ising model in the momentum space to a two-level system. We solve the ground state energy. In Sec.III, we diagonalise the Hamiltonian via a Bogoliubov transformation and obtain the ground state.
And we calculate the BP in the paramagnetic and diamagnetic system. In Sec.IV, we draw the conclusion and compare our results with the topological transition in the TF case.
II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISING MODEL IN THE LONGITUDINAL FILED
The Hamiltonian of one-dimensional LF Ising model reads
Here, the notation J is the exchange couple and the index ǫ represents the reduced field strength. In the paper we only consider that lattice point number N → +∞, the temperature T → 0. The sign |g > denotes the ground state of the system . The sign < O >≡< g|O|g > denotes the expectation of operator O in the ground state. Ones could adopt a mean-field approximation which reads
Meanwhile ones can make Jordan-Wigner transformation which is
So it turns into the following form given bỹ
Here,
It will be proved in Sec.III that C ǫ and D ǫ are independent of the position of the i-th lattice.
One can switch to momentum space by Fourier transformation when N → +∞, which is
Here, j denotes the imaginary unit satisfying j 2 = −1. The reduced HamiltonianH reads
Here,H(k) refers to the reduced Hamiltonian in the k-space. There is the particle-hole symmetry, in other words,H(−k) =H(k). SoH(k) reads
We choose four basic vectors |0
Here, I 4 denotes the 4 × 4 unit matrix. The four eigenvalues of the energy is
The corresponding eigenvector |ψ m (k) > satisfies
When the exchange couple J < 0, E 0 (k) = h(k) + h 2 (k) + g(k)g * (k) is ground state energy.
When the exchange couple J > 0, E 0 (k) = h(k) − h 2 (k) + g(k)g * (k) is ground state energy.
We can map the Hamiltonian of one-dimensional LF Ising model in the momentum space to a two-level system with the Hamiltonian [7] ,
Here, the sign M 1 ∼ M 2 means that the matrix M 1 is similar to the matrix M 2 . They possess same topological structure if the phase angle ω C of the complex number g(k) is independent of k.
III. BERRY PHASE IN THE PARAMAGNETIC AND DIAMAGNETIC SYSTEM
For calculating the BP, we can diagonalise this Hamiltonian via a Bogoliubov transformation with two real functions θ k and φ k satisfying θ −k = −θ k and φ −k = φ k , yielding
Here we have
In the other words, it reads
|ψ g > is the ground state wave function in the k-space. φ k is a constant. |ψ g > reads
We have
And we adopt a quasi-continuous convention which is Σ
π −π dk, we get
= e jωc 4π 2 π −π sin(2θ k ) sin kdk;
sin 2 θ k cos kdk. 
We have a close curve ∂Ω where the point (x, y) satisfies [7] (
The BP of the ground state is defined by
Because ω C is a constant which is independent of k, the criterion for nonzero berry phase is decided by the relation between the point (0, 0) and the curve ∂Ω [7] . In other words, it depend on the size of the relationship between |B ǫ | and |D ǫ |. The BP reads
Here sgn(ζ > 0) = 1; sgn(ζ = 0) = 0; sgn(ζ < 0) = −1.
There exists the exact solution of < S z i > and < S z i S z i+1 >. So one can know [20] ,
If the field vanishes, due to the ground-state degeneracy, it should be noticed that the BP is not Table. I, the nontrivial point ǫ non = 1. And in the case of TF, −1 ≤ ǫ non ≤ 1. On the another hand, in the case of TF, the BP is dependent on the direct comparison between the exchange couple and the field strength. In the case of LF, the field strength affect the physical quantity of the system, the BP is dependent on the kind of the stimulus-response relation. The difference brings some new features in the LF case. As shown in Tables.I and II, the nonzero BP occurs when 0ǫ = 1 for the paramagnetic system where J < 0, and it only occurs when 1 − √ 2 2 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1 for the diamagnetic system where J > 0. As a comparison, no matter J < 0 or J > 0 in the TF case, it occurs when 0 < |ǫ| ≤ 1. It need to be pointed out that the conclusion is strain in the LF case due to |D ǫ | = |B ǫ | = 0 for the diamagnetic system where J < 0 . It means that sometimes the BP is not enough good to determine the topological transition. We have to sake for more topological orders, such as topological entanglement entropy. When ǫ = 1, what role will the quantum entanglement and coherent play to determine the topological transition? It is a interesting question, which will be studied in our future works.
